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Jeremy Wade is the television host from River Monsters on the channel Animal Planet. 
Besides from being a world renowned angler,  Jeremy John Wade has a degree in Zoology 
from Bristol University and a postgraduate teaching certificate in biological sciences from 
the University of Kent. He has worked as a secondary school biology teacher, translator 
(Portuguese-English), senior copywriter (at an advertising agency) and newspaper reporter. 
Now a days, Jeremy Wade travels around the world catching “monster” fish.
http://www.animalplanet.com/tv-shows/river-monsters/videos/jeremy-wade-answers-fans.htm 

Who is Jeremy Wade?
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The show River Monsters is about Jeremy Wade as he travels around the 
world catching man-eating fish in freshwater lakes, rivers, canals. In these 
episodes, Jeremy wade reads newspaper articles or old myths and tracks down 
the fish behind the stories. When asked by the author of geek   magazine, 
Jeremy says that his show is in the format of a detective show. First, he finds a 
crime. Next, he tracks down eyewitnesses and creates a suspect list. When he 
finally finds the right fish, he catches it. But wait, now he’s letting it go back 
where it was! 
                           That’s right! He has a strict catch and release policy! Except 

for the Goliath Tiger fish which died in his arms and fed two 
whole communities with food to spare! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lcJovDMSp1A      

River Monsters
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Jeremy Wade has 3 sessions of freaky fish that were caught. These sessions are 
available on “Netflix”. I’m sorry but I couldn’t get all this on one page 
so: 
http://www.buzzfeed.com/gavon/20-of-the-freakiest-fish-caught-on-river-monsters 

What kind of fish does Jeremy Wade catch?
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For extra credit, you can watch one episode (or more) of River Monsters on 
your own time and write : Where the search took place, what kind of fish, and 
what was the story?   

Extra Credit

or other 
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